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:: Installation requirements 

Due to expansion, Pilgrim Foodservice decided to build a new state of the art, bespoke 

sales and distribution centre in Boston. The company was looking for a hardwearing and 

easy to maintain finish that would withstand the impact of the busy environment. 

Aesthetics were also a top priority to ensure that the floors complemented the new modern 

facility. 

:: Why National Flooring? 

The client, who had considered finishes including vinyl sheet, carpets and tiles wanted to 

discuss the possibility of a resin flooring solution. Having discussed the client’s 

requirements The National Flooring Company recommended the Degafloor Flake System. 

The system, which is highly decorative and can be created in a bespoke design, provided 

an ideal alternative to the more traditional finishes. 

 

The Degafloor Flake System is a seamless solution and therefore does not have grouted 

joints or seams, which can often be hard to maintain and keep clean. As a seamless 

system, there are no weak spots and therefore maintenance is greatly reduced. The 

Degafloor systems are based on MMA resins, which have unique bonding characteristics. A 

chemical bond is achieved between the sub floor and the system, greatly reducing the risk 

of delamination. 

 

The National Flooring Company installed the decorative finish to a variety of areas 

including, the entrance, canteen, offices, corridors, locker room and WC’s within just three 

days allowing the fast track refurbishment to continue. 

 

Peter Bateman, Managing Director or Pilgrim Foodservice comments, “The new building 

has been an exciting development for us and The National Flooring Company have been 

professional from start to finish. They worked closely with us at every stage to ensure we 

had the right system and colours and worked efficiently on the installation. We are 

extremely happy with our new floors and would recommend their services.”    

Pilgrim Foodservice 
Boston, Lincolnshire 
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